Empower your manufacturing associates with Google Workspace Frontline

Manufacturers are adapting to new ways of working and are seeking ways to strengthen collaboration among their workers in the factory or warehouse. These frontline workers are often underserved from a technology standpoint and sometimes struggle to effectively communicate with one another and with home office. Google Workspace Frontline provides a simple, flexible, and secure solution that helps these workers increase productivity and stay connected.

Google Workspace Frontline helps manufacturing teams accomplish more with:

**Save time and boost productivity**
- Conduct installation and servicing inspections remotely with Meet and Glass
- Update safety procedures in real-time using Docs
- Use Forms to build quality-control checklists and store them in Drive with any device
- Access the latest product specs, CAD files, training videos and manuals in Drive with any device

**Simplify the sales process so you can focus on the customer**
- Use 3rd party apps like Salesforce, Adobe, and DocuSign without leaving Google Workspace
- Configure products and access current pricing data from anywhere
- Create branded sales quotes and email them instantly on any device

**On-board and train new employees with ease**
- On-board new workers with Meet
- Audit outgoing emails for Personal Identifiable Information (PII) in Gmail to manage information security
- Use Forms to digitize product recalls, time off requests, and supply orders
- Create a dynamic schedule with assigned associate tasks using Sheets, Calendar, and Tasks
Manufacturers are using Google Workspace to keep their frontline workers connected and productive

“

We can work together from everywhere, across borders and time zones, on any device. This kind of flexibility makes our workforce more agile and, ultimately, happier and more productive.”

Alexander Pöllmann, Head of Intranet and Collaboration Services,

Google Workspace Frontline provides the flexibility, ease-of-use, and security that manufacturers need to optimize operations

- A mobile-first experience allows frontline workers to easily collaborate and communicate from any location, on any device, and companies can digitize manual tasks and streamline workflows using AppSheet.
- Ensure easy adoption, fast onboarding, and minimal change management by deploying Workspace apps that are known and loved by billions of users, including Gmail, Drive, and Docs.
- Phishing and spam protection that blocks more than 99.9% of attacks + advanced endpoint management to help IT protect critical company data and devices.

Ready to get started?

To learn more about how Google Workspace Frontline can help empower your workers, please [contact sales](mailto:contactsales@googlesales.com).